
HOME BUILDING BUSINESS PLAN TEMPLATE

Fosse Commercial Contractors construction business plan executive summary. changing target markets from residential
to commercial building projects.

The big question therefore is, how possible it to write one is. Starting a construction business is capital
intensive simply because of the type of heavy duty equipment that is required to carry out a construction
project and also the cost of managing a large workforce. Among these businesses, 68 percent of companies
within the construction industry employ less than five individuals. The major clients for construction
companies are governments and the private sector. No doubt there is always enough construction contracts to
go round as long as a construction company is competent and well positioned. Nonetheless, we have made a
concerted decision not to limit the number of investors with similar investment ideology that may want to
invest in the business. Make realistic projections and assumptions for your business and explain how your
business will maintain its financial records. Focus on products and services, as opposed to prices as price wars
can be costly and risky. This will allow FCC greater access to investment funds to fuel its growth. Step 2:
Goals and Objectives The next thing for you to do would be to make a list of the goals and objectives you
need to fulfill. List the costs and delivery methods for each item, as well as the names and contact information
for those businesses. Introduce your company and its owners. With the business boom that is occuring in our
local area and the desire to improve overall profit margins, the company is planning to shift its target market
from residential clients to the larger commercial customers. Provide information on the bonding company that
your construction business will use. The government gets what they want and the construction company and
contractors get good returns for delivering the projects. Bureau of Labor Statistics reports that the construction
industry is one of the largest industries in the U. As a matter of fact, we are going to be known for delivering
world class structures all over the globe. Review your plan to make sure that you added all the needed
information. This makes for a very attractive market for Fosse Commercial Contractors. Identify whether the
equipment is rented, leased or purchased and include the costs for each item. Creativity, excellence and timely
completion of construction projects will be our signature.


